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C A N A D I A N WA R M U S E U M
MUSÉE CANADIEN DE LA GUERRE

The Lives and Afterlives of
Material Culture / Les mille et une
vies de la culture matérielle
New First World War Artifacts at the Canadian
War Museum / Nouveaux artefacts de la Première
Guerre mondiale au Musée canadien de la guerre
L AU R A B R OW N & T I M C O O K
Abstract : This article presents a selection of First World War artifacts
that have been acquired by the Canadian War Museum since its opening
in 2005. Each object is infused with multiple stories. Some were treasured
mementos handed down through families, while others were nearly
forgotten over time. Once at the museum, they acquired new narratives
as these objects, artifacts and material culture are integrated into
exhibitions, educational and digital products or accessed by researchers.
The artifacts tell stories, contribute to our understanding of the diversity
of Canadian experiences during the war and demonstrate the central role
of the artifact in the museum.
Cet article présente une sélection d’artefacts de la Première Guerre
mondiale qui ont été acquis par le Musée canadien de la guerre depuis
son ouverture en 2005. Ces objets évoquent des histoires diverses, les
uns, souvenirs précieux transmis par les familles, les autres, presque
oubliés au fil du temps. Une fois acquis par le musée, les objets, les
artefacts et la culture matérielle entament une nouvelle vie en s’insérant
dans les expositions, en servant de matériel éducatif et numérique ou
en étant mis à la disposition des chercheurs. Les artefacts racontent
des histoires, contribuent à notre compréhension de la diversité des
expériences canadiennes pendant la guerre et démontrent le rôle central
de l’artefact dans le musée.
© Canadian Military History 2022
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A

The Lives and Afterlives of Material Culture
rtifacts ,

objects and works of art are the life blood that course
through museums. Contemporary museums have moved far
from the old cabinet of curiosities, whereby curators stacked cases
with objects ranging from the beautiful to the bizarre but with
little interpretation. Curators now embrace methods of presentation
ranging from eyewitness accounts, film and reconstruction, to name
but a few tools of the modern trade, although the artifact is central
to the museum experience. The Canadian War Museum (CWM)
in Ottawa has the largest collection of Canadian military history
artifacts in the world, with several hundred thousand individual
objects. With a mandate to present the country’s military history
through its exhibitions, digital products, educational programs,
research and collection, it influences a vast and diverse audience. But
the artifacts remain the core around which the history, stories and
educational initiatives are presented.
When the new CWM opened in May 2005, on the sixtieth
anniversary of the end of the Second World War in a purpose-built
structure in Ottawa’s LeBreton Flats, it offered a vibrant experience to
its visitors. Canada’s military history was presented in six permanent
galleries that told stories from pre-contact Indigenous warfare to
contemporary military history, along with a separate space to explore
the honouring and remembrance of Canadians and an open storage
area filled with military vehicles, trucks and weapons of war. One
of the largest galleries is For Crown and Country, a permanent
exhibition that showcases hundreds of artifacts, objects, works of
art, films, photographs and other reconstructions woven together to
explore and present many aspects of Canada’s experiences in the
South African War and the First World War.1
The two authors of this article have both been historian of the First
World War gallery, with Tim Cook its founding curator from 2002 to
2020 and Laura Brown, an archivist at Library and Archives Canada,
on an exchange to the museum as historian from November 2020 to
November 2021. There have been periodic upgrades to the exhibition
space since the opening in 2005, with Melanie Morin-Pelletier curating
a new 1917 Home Front section in 2015, Tim Cook leading upgrades to
the Vimy and the Air War sections in 2017 and Laura Brown overseeing
a revitalised section related to the Hundred Days campaign in 2022.
See Tim Cook, For Crown and Country: The South African and First World War
(Exhibition Catalogue to Gallery II of the Canadian War Museum, 2017).

1  
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Historians work on a multi-disciplinary team, with many museum
specialists contributing to the final product, and these re-envisioned
spaces were aided by temporary, travelling and digital exhibitions created
by the CWM over the First World War Centennial period.2
This article presents a sampling of First World War artifacts
that have arrived since the museum’s opening in 2005, some of
which have been situated into new exhibition spaces, educational
and digital products. Just as the museum’s historians are always
curating new programs, products and exhibitions, there is a vibrant
collections policy at the museum conducted by the material culture
specialists of the Collections Division. Building on the world-class
holdings that have been gathered since the late nineteenth century,
collection specialists acquire, research and protect this priceless
collection. It ranges from weapons, objects related to communication
and running vehicles to uniforms, textiles and medal sets. There is
an evocative collection of visual objects, including tens of thousands
of photographs, cartographic material, film and works of art. Original
letters, diaries and memoirs are held in the archives with scrapbooks,
postcards, song sheet music and other written or printed material. An
active oral history program allows the museum to capture the voices
of veterans and other Canadians who have donated oral histories
that they have created in talking to veterans. These artifacts in
their many forms are offered to the CWM by people from across the
country and beyond its borders, numbering many thousands every
year. At the same time, the Collections Division seeks out objects to
meet strategic objectives, partners with government departments and
other museums and purchases on the open market. While there is a
stringent appraisal process to avoid duplication of artifacts and to
target new areas of representation, the CWM’s collection contains a
multitude of priceless objects for display, study, preservation and use
by future generations. Of the hundreds of thousands of artifacts and
objects, only a small percentage are ever on display in the permanent
galleries. However, many items are brought out of storage to be
presented in temporary, travelling and digital exhibitions. They are
part of education programs and loaned to other museums. At the

2  
For instance, exhibitions on the Air War campaign (Deadly Skies, 2016), on Vimy
and its enduring legacy (Vimy: Beyond the Battle 2017) and Canadians in the
Hundred Days campaign (Victory, 1918 (2018-2019)) all contributed to the new
permanent gallery spaces.
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same time, the large collection is increasingly being digitised to be
presented in curated online exhibitions, digital platforms and as part
of the museum’s accessible databases.
This article will explore some of the First World War artifacts,
objects and works of art that have recently come to the museum. They
were created, carried and used by those in the past; and today they
can be held and studied, offering a tangible link to history. They have
increased in value over time, especially as we have lost all survivors
of the war. Each object is a silent witness to history and each has
its own story. To better understand artifacts, we must interrogate
them, exploring their stories through research into their manufacture,
use and value to their owners. As a scholar of material culture has
noted, to fully understand the history behind the artifacts, one must
“address the complex dialectic between ideas, objects, and behavior.”3
The afterlives of artifacts are also important to understand and there
is frequently an intricate provenance to how an artifact arrived at the
museum. Artifacts almost always move through many hands, passed
down from generation to generation, having and holding value. A
layering of stories becomes embedded in the artifacts, infusing new
meaning into these objects of memory that reveal kinship networks,
shared beliefs and social relationships. Some artifacts are treasured
as representations of service and sacrifice. Others, over time, are
abandoned or on the verge of being thrown away or lost. Almost all
of these artifacts are over one hundred years old and it is a minor
miracle that any have survived into the twenty-first century. And
yet they have and are now part of the CWM’s national collection.
They will be conserved, preserved and made available to students,
scholars, genealogists and the many diverse visitors who benefit from
the collection. The ongoing use of artifacts is also part of the unfolding
narrative of the lives and afterlives of artifacts and this article pulls
back the curtain, ever so slightly, on the story of First World War
material culture.

3  
John E. Cashin, ed., War Matters: Material Culture in the Civil War Era (Chapel
Hill: The University of North Carolina Press, 2018), 2.
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Temporary grave marker of John Firman Ashe. [CWM 20160084-001]
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Temporary grave marker of John Firman Ashe. [CWM 20160084-001]

temporary grave marker
New Brunswick-born Private John Firman Ashe enlisted in the
Canadian Expeditionary Force in April 1916 when he was twentyfive years old. Serving with the 26th Battalion at Vimy Ridge in
early April 1917, he was wounded before the titanic battle. Private
Ashe did not fight again. He died of his wounds on 9 April and
a temporary wooden grave marker was created to identify his
gravesite. These grave markers were often made by fellow soldiers
and sometimes they contained errors, such as in the case on this
cross where Ashe’s name is spelled Ash.
[…]
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During the First World War, Canadian soldiers killed in action
would often be buried near where they fell, their graves marked
with simple crosses.4 Starting in 1917, the Imperial War Graves
Commission (later the Commonwealth War Graves Commission)
worked to create permanent burial grounds, preserving the remains
of thousands of bodies of Commonwealth soldiers in neatly manicured
cemeteries with the new iconic headstones made of white Portland
stone.5 A 1928 publication by The Times of London described the
fate of wooden crosses in the wake of the reburial initiatives: “As they
have been replaced by the headstones, they have been given only to
the relatives who had asked for them and had first claim to them or
to Toc H [Talbot House] or other such institutions. The remainder
have been burnt and the ashes strewn over the cemeteries.”6
We do not know how Private Ashe’s cross was preserved and
returned to Canada. However, it made its way to his next of kin in
New Brunswick and ended up in the possession of his great nephew,
who donated the artifact to the museum in 2016.7 This extremely
rare cross, having travelled thousands of kilometres and survived
over one hundred years, is a powerful symbol of grief and loss. It was
displayed in the CWM’s 2017 exhibition Vimy: Beyond the Battle.

4  
Desmond Morton, When Your Number’s Up: The Canadian Soldier in the First
World War (Toronto: Random House, 1993), 231.
5  
G. Kingsley Ward and Major Edwin Gibson, Courage Remembered (Toronto:
McClelland & Stewart Inc., 1989), 51.
6  
War Graves of the Empire (London, UK: Times Pub. Co, 1928), 19.
7  
Donation Form, 20160084-ownership.pdf, 2, Museum internal documents, Canadian
War Museum [CWM].
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the canadians opposite lens
During the First World War, famed British painter Augustus John was
commissioned by the Canadian War Memorials Fund to produce an
artwork documenting Canada’s role in the war. However, John’s painting
was never completed, becoming a story of memorialisation unrealised.
In early 1918, Augustus John travelled to northern France, where
he produced sketches that later informed the design of a nearly four by
twelve metre canvas mural. It featured an array of soldiers, prisoners
of war and refugees, set against a backdrop of ruins and destruction
near Lens. The ambitious piece had been slated to occupy a prominent
position in the yet-to-be-constructed war museum, memorial and art
gallery in Ottawa after the war. However, the museum-memorialart gallery was never built. John kept the painting in England and
worked on it sporadically until a year before his death in 1961.8
After John’s death, the unfinished mural was acquired by a
private collector at auction and disappeared for decades. During that
time, the artwork decorated the walls of a music room in a London
home. The painting had been trimmed to fit the space, including
a cut-out to accommodate a doorway.9 The CWM acquired the
painting in 2011 through a private purchase and it was unveiled
by the Duke and Duchess of Cambridge during their Royal Tour to
Canada that year.10 More than ninety years later, the canvas had
finally reached Canada, finding a permanent home in the museum’s
collection of war art

Maria Tippett, Art at the Service of War: Canada, Art, and the Great War
(University of Toronto Press, 1984), 78; and Laura Brandon, “Pageant of War,”
Canada’s History (October-November 2014): 42-45.
9  
Laura Brandon, “Pageant of War,” 45.
10  
KE EMu, “Accession” and “Dates” tabs, Accession no. 20110067-001, CWM.
8  
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Lewis Mk I machine gun. [CWM 20070189-001]
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lewis mk i machine gun
The CWM collects a wide variety of weapons to depict, document
and tell stories of war. Not only do these objects reveal the theme
of technology in warfare and how it has evolved over time, they are
powerful reminders that death and destruction are always part of
conflict and combat.
In the First World War, Canadian infantry relied heavily on the
Lewis machine gun. Issued to infantry platoons from 1916 onward,
this weapon was the first light machine gun used by Canadian and
British forces in battle. Weighing twenty-six pounds, the robust
Lewis, with its distinctive round drum magazine and barrel shroud,
could be carried and repositioned by a single soldier.11 However, there
were usually two gunners, one to fire and another to hold the drums
of forty-seven .303 rounds. A Lewis gunner could equal the firepower
of a section of ten riflemen, assuming there was enough ammunition.
By 1917, the Lewis machine gunner was essential in defending any
position as he laid down a curtain of lead. In the attack, the Lewis
gunner, shooting while prone but also sometimes from the hip as he
advanced, could concentrate heavy fire on an enemy strongpoint,
often providing covering fire for riflemen and grenade-throwers to
close the distance with a target to knock it out.12
In 2007, the museum acquired this Lewis Mk I machine gun, which
was manufactured in 1914 by the Birmingham Small Arms Company
Limited in England. This artifact shows evidence of a repair that was
made during the war after a shell fragment penetrated the cooling jacket.13
Despite this damage, the artifact is in exceptionally good condition and
remains one of the best examples of Lewis guns in the collection. It was
displayed in the temporary exhibition Victory 1918 to illustrate the
complex infantry tactics employed in the Hundred Days campaign.

J. David Truby, Paladin’s Pictorial History of the Lewis Gun (Boulder, Colorado:
Paladin Press, 1976), 15-16.
12  
Tim Cook, At the Sharp End: Canadians Fighting the Great War, 1914-1916
(Toronto: Penguin Canada, 2007), 317-18.
13  
Collections Committee Submission Form, A&A Cuttorelli.doc, 1-2, Museum
internal documents, CWM.
11  
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Helmet. [CWM 20070234-001]

helmet
This Canadian steel helmet was worn by Major Forsey Pemberton
Page when he served with the Canadian Expeditionary Force in
France. While it is a good example of the equipment issued to
Canadian soldiers, its story is much more personal. After enlisting in
June 1916, Page was sent overseas, taught musketry while attached
to several different units and served with the 75th Battalion during
the Canadian Corps’ assault on Vimy Ridge in April 1917. Page was
wearing this helmet when it was struck by a shell fragment, tearing
a large jagged hole on the brim. The fragment had missed his face
by millimetres.14
[…]

Collections Committee Submission Form, A&A – AL2007075.doc, 2, Museum
internal documents, CWM.

14  
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Helmets were not typically part of the kit issued to soldiers
serving at the front in the opening months of the First World War.
However, the increased danger from shell splinters, shrapnel balls and
bullets required better protection. Moreover, medical authorities and
military leaders recognised that helmets reduced the number of fatal
head injuries.15 The Canadians received their first helmets in early
1916, and they soon arrived in greater numbers within a few months.
These British “War Office Pattern” helmets—often known as the
Brodie—were sometimes derided by soldiers who thought they looked
like a wash basin, while others worried that with the helmet every
man looked more and more like interchangeable cogs in the machine.
But many would also have echoed Major Page who later credited the
helmet as “the reason that he survived the war.”16

KE Emu Accession Record 20070234-001, “Description 3” tab, CWM; and Cook,
At the Sharp End, 326.
16  
Collections Committee Submission Form, A&A – AL2007075.doc, 2, Museum
internal documents, CWM.
15  
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Soldier doll. [CWM 20130059-001]
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soldier doll
The First World War deeply affected the daily lives of children on
the home front, including their leisure and play. Books, games and
toys sold in Canada between 1914 and 1918 often had a connection
to war. “All sorts of war toys are naturally in great demand,”
recounted a journalist in the Vancouver Sun in July 1917. “War
talk is what the children hear in their homes, and war toys are
what they understand and appreciate.”17 Many children may have
held a fascination for war, but they also carried the worry of having
fathers, older brothers and other loved ones serving overseas.18 A
young girl from Westboro, Ontario wrote a letter to Santa Claus in
December 1918, expressing that she would prefer to have her father
return home than receive any presents: “I would like you to bring my
Daddy home for Christmas, he has been at the war for three years
and seven months.”19
This doll is dressed in a khaki uniform similar to that of a
Canadian Expeditionary Force soldier. The doll was given to Edna
McArthur in Rodney, Ontario by a veteran and family friend, Private
George Sayer, after the war. Edna was eleven or twelve years old at
the time and she kept the doll for the rest of her life.20

Vancouver Sun, 19 July 1917, 5.
Kristine Alexander and Ashley Henrickson, “Children of Conflict,” Canada’s
History, 19 September 2018, accessed 27 November 2021, https://www.canadashistory.
ca/explore/military-war/children-of-conflict.
19  
Ottawa Journal, 20 December 1918, 18.
20  
Collections Committee Submission Form, A&T – 20130059 Crowder.doc, 1-2,
Museum internal documents, CWM.
17  
18  
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No. 4 army biscuit. [CWM 20110106-001]

hardtack biscuit
Each object at the Canadian War Museum contributes to
collective memory of the past. One of the more unusual memory
objects is a hardtack biscuit that belonged to Major Howard
Church Symmes from Aylmer, Quebec, who served overseas
during the First World War.
This No. 4 army biscuit was made by the biscuit company
Huntley & Palmers in England. In addition to producing food for
civilian and military populations during the war, the company turned
over some of its processing equipment to the manufacture of artillery

https://scholars.wlu.ca/cmh/vol31/iss2/1
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shells.21 Hardtack biscuits were made primarily from water and wholewheat to produce a sustaining ration for military personnel. Soldiers
lamented how the food was notoriously hard on the teeth.22 One
soldier provided a vivid description of the ubiquitous ration in a letter
to a friend in 1915: “Our army biscuits are just like a sponge-cake….
only that we can bite one, and the other we break with a chopper.”23
Despite its reputation, hardtack travelled well and kept for a long
period of time, features that suited the unpredictable conditions faced
by soldiers at the front.24
Major Symmes was killed in action on 9 April 1917. The biscuit
was amongst the personal effects returned to his family following his
death and was kept by his widow, Mabel Symmes, until her death in
1962. It was then passed to their daughter and then granddaughter,
who donated it to the museum in 2011.25

21  
The Huntley & Palmers Collection, “The War Years,” accessed 19 November 2021, http://
www.huntleyandpalmers.org.uk/ixbin/hixclient.exe?a=query&p=huntley&f=generic_
theme.htm&_IXFIRST_=1&_IXMAXHITS_=1&%3Dtheme_record_id=rm-rmpeole_content9&s=9qtEW9BGujp.
22  
Cook, At the Sharp End, 245.
23  
“Near German Trenches,” The Province (Vancouver), 26 March 1915, 14.
24  
Collections Committee Submission Form, D&J – AL2011082.doc, 1, Museum
internal documents, CWM.
25  
Collections Committee Submission Form, D&J – AL2011082.doc, 1, Museum
internal documents, CWM.
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Photograph album of Lieutenant Robert James Goodman. [CWM 20070221-001]
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photograph album of lieutenant robert j. goodman
Lieutenant Robert James Goodman enlisted in Calgary in 1915 and
served in France and Belgium with the 50th Battalion. After the
war, Goodman kept a photograph album to mark his service. The
pages contain forty-six black and white unofficial photos, all of which
he likely took with a personal camera. They are captioned, providing
a deep and intimate link to the images. Together, the images provide
a glimpse into the churned-up earth, shattered buildings and bleaklooking roads along the Western Front. There are also photographs
of several temporary grave markers, including that of Indigenous
soldier Lance Corporal Henry Norwest, who was killed in action on
18 August 1918 during the final stages of the Battle of Amiens.26
Norwest was known in the Canadian Corps and beyond as a skilled
marksman and it is likely that Goodman kept a photo of the gravesite
to document the famous soldier who he knew from serving in the
same battalion.
The First World War marked the first major conflict in which
photography was extensively used by participants. As noted by
scholar Justin Court, the photograph in war served a purpose “both
at the public level of reportage and propaganda and at the private
level of recording memory.”27 Albums containing personal and
commercial photographs (such as photo postcards) were created by
many Canadian soldiers as a visual form of remembrance that could
be consulted again years and decades after service. An assemblage of
“snaps” could also help communicate to family and friends something
about what had been experienced overseas.28 Goodman kept the
album until his death in 1973.

Timothy C. Winegard, For King and Kanata: Canadian Indians and the First
World War (Winnipeg: University of Manitoba Press, 2012), 115.
27  
Justin Court, “Picturing History, Remembering Soldiers: World War I
Photography between the Public and Private,” History & Memory 29, 1 (Spring/
Summer 2017): 80.
28  
Similarly, Jonathan F. Vance argues that postcards sent by soldiers at the front to
family in Canada helped to illustrate the overseas experience: “The picture postcard
was a way of showing relatives what one’s surroundings looked like, providing
visual images to support descriptions that might have been given in earlier letters.”
Jonathan F. Vance, “Wish You Were Here: Picture Postcards and Canada’s First
World War” in Behind the Lines: Canada’s Home Front during the First and Second
World Wars (London, Ontario: McIntosh Gallery, Western University, 2017), 89.
26  
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Photograph album of the International Manufacturing Co. Limited, Montreal, 1916-1919.
[CWM 20140003-001]

photograph album of the international manufacturing co. limited, montreal, 1916-1919
Canada created a vast network of munitions factories to support
the Allied war effort. By November 1918, Canadian factories had
produced more than 65 million shells, 49 million cartridge cases
and 112 million pounds of explosives.29 This commercial photograph
album showcases International Manufacturing Company Limited,
located in Montreal. It belonged to Howard Frederick Powell of St.
Lambert, Quebec, who worked at the plant as a young man. His
grandson donated the album to the museum in 2014.30 The twentysix captioned photographs show diverse spaces, ranging from exterior
shots of the building as it was being constructed in 1916 to completed
interior spaces once the factory was operational the following year.
There is the tranquil-looking first aid department, a highly organised
Michael Bliss, A Canadian Millionaire: The Life and Business Times of Sir
Joseph Flavelle, Bart., 1858-1939 (Toronto: Macmillan, 1978), 388.
30  
KE Emu Lot Record 2014003, “Initial Offer” and “Notes” tabs, CWM.
29  
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Photograph album of the International Manufacturing Co. Limited, Montreal, 1916-1919.
[CWM 20140003-001]

and also slightly dangerous-looking routing and drilling room, as
well as a lively canteen, captioned with: “Employees dining room at
noon hour.” Many of the photos show women at work in the factory,
providing evidence of the thousands of women who worked in the
Canadian munitions industry during the war.31
[…]

The number of women who worked in Canadian munitions during the First World
War is debated. 35,000 is cited in many sources, a statistic that stems from a 1918
report of the Women’s War Conference that took place in Ottawa that year. Historian
Kori Street argues that this figure is likely overstated. She notes, for example, that at
the end of the war Joseph Flavelle, who was head of the Imperial Munitions Board,
provided a much lower number of 13,000 women. Street puts the figure at 11,000 to
13,000. See Kori Street, “Bankers and Bomb Makers: Gender Ideology and Women’s
Paid Work in Banking and Munitions during the First World War in Canada” (PhD
Dissertation, University of Victoria, 2001), 89-91.

31  
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Photograph album of the International Manufacturing Co. Limited, Montreal, 1916-1919.
[CWM 20140003-001]

While the museum’s collection contains several works of art
that document the story of First World War munitions factories in
Canada, including Henrietta Mabel May’s painting Women Making
Shells and artifacts such as Imperial Munitions Board service badges,
there are few photographs. This rare album offers a view into war
industry and the mobilisation of women.
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Autograph quilt. [20100030-001]
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autograph quilt
This red and white cotton quilt pays tribute to the 124th Battalion, a
unit of the Canadian Expeditionary Force raised in Toronto in 1915.
Signature or autograph-type fundraising quilts were commonly made
by members of patriotic women’s groups on the home front during
the First World War. They were created as a means of collecting
money to support the war effort within a community. Individuals
would pay a fee (often as little as ten cents) in order to have their
name or that of another stitched onto the quilt. The final product
would be auctioned off or won as a raffle prize.32
This hand-stitched textile presents fifteen maple leaves, each on
a separate panel and labelled with the words “D Co.” [D Company]
and “124th Bn” [124th Battalion]. The maple leaves are surrounded
by the names of female and male fund contributors, as well as some
names of members of the unit.33
With the exception of nursing, Canadian women were barred
from serving in the military during the war. Volunteer work became
one of the most significant ways in which women were able to “do
their bit” to support the war effort. This could take the form of
many activities, including knitting socks for soldiers, sewing hospital
supplies or participating in fundraising efforts.34 This quilt is evidence
of the unpaid patriotic work of women and points to how the creation
of textile art provided a bond between those at home and their loved
ones serving overseas.

“World War Fundraising Quilts,” Stratford Perth Museum, accessed 10
November 2021, https://www.stratfordperthmuseum.ca/world-war-fundraisingquilts/; Rebecca Beausaert, “Red Crosses and White Cotton: Memory and Meaning
in First World War Quilts,” Active History, 4 July 2017, accessed 10 November
2021, https://activehistory.ca/2017/07/red-crosses-and-white-cotton-memory-andmeaning-in-first-world-war-quilts/; and Collections Committee Submission Form,
D&I – AL2007143.doc, 4, CWM.
33  
Accession no. 20100030-00 KE EMu, “People” and “Description 1” tabs, CWM.
34  
Sarah Glassford and Amy Shaw, eds., A Sisterhood of Suffering and Service:
Women and Girls of Canada and Newfoundland during the First World War
(Vancouver: UBC Press, 2012), 12.

32  
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Embroidery. [CWM 20070085-001]

embroidery
Needlework was an activity that many Canadian women on the home
front engaged in during the war. However, this type of handicraft
was not limited to women’s domain. This embroidery was created
by a Canadian soldier while he recovered in hospital after being
wounded in France.
[…]
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Sapper Norman Charles Macdonald built roads in northern
Ontario and worked as a farmer before enlisting with the Canadian
Expeditionary Force in January 1916.35 On 4 August 1917, he was
shot in the left ankle while serving with the 5th Battalion, Canadian
Railway Troops. At the time, the unit had been constructing a rail
line south of Arras, France.36 Sapper Macdonald was sent to England
to recover, staying in several hospitals, including six months at the
Military Convalescent Hospital, Woodcote Park, Epsom. It was likely
here that he created the embroidery in an effort to occupy his long
hours of convalescence.37
This embroidery is made from wool floss stitched into a khaki
backing and depicts the cap badge of the 5th Battalion, Canadian
Railway Troops. Below the cap badge, Sapper Macdonald added
a scroll showing his name and the date of his injury. Like many
artifacts in the museum’s collection, this item helps to tell multiple
stories, both collective and personal. The object is a reminder of
the more than 172,000 Canadians who were wounded during the
First World War. Moreover, the embroidery shines light on the often
overlooked experience of what happened to injured soldiers recovering
from wounds within hospitals and convalescent homes. And at the
same time, the embroidery offers something more personal. It is an
autobiographical object—capturing the maker’s own war story and
pride in service.
Sapper Macdonald did not return to duties in the field. After
being discharged from the Epsom hospital in April 1918, he was sent
home to Canada.

Collections Committee Submission Form, 5th CRT Embroidery.doc, 2, Museum
internal documents, CWM.
36  
War Diary, 5th Battalion, Canadian Railway Troops, August 1917, 5, RG9III-D-3, vol. 5013, file 736, Library and Archives Canada [LAC].
37  
Collections Committee Submission Form, 5th CRT Embroidery.doc, 2, Museum
internal documents, CWM.
35  
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Vetcraft desk. [CWM 20100011-001]

vetcraft desk
This oak writing desk was created by wounded Canadian veterans
as part of Canada’s Vetcraft program. Funded by the federal
government’s Department of Soldiers Civil Re-establishment (19181928), the program sought to aid disabled veterans in gaining a
degree of self-sufficiency through employment. In the early 1920s,
Vetcraft workshops, most of which were managed by the Canadian
Red Cross, were set up across the country. They specialised in the
manufacture of household goods, in particular toys and furniture.
The finished products, each marked with the words “DISABLED
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SOLDIERS VETCRAFT SHOPS,” were then sold in various local
establishments, including department and hardware stores.38 Starting
in 1923, Vetcraft shops also became responsible for manufacturing
poppies for the Great War Veteran’s Association’s (precursor to the
Royal Canadian Legion) annual Poppy Campaign.39
The Vetcraft program was one of many government-led initiatives
that were created during and directly after the war to address the
needs of veterans. By the end of 1920, there were over 69,000 veterans
receiving a disability pension in Canada, with countless others trying
to navigate civilian life with ongoing mental and physical pain.40 The
acquisition of the desk by the museum is an important artifact related
to the experience of disabled Canadian veterans and a tangible legacy
of the relationship between veterans and the state.

Desmond Morton and Glenn Wright, Winning the Second Battle: Canadian
Veterans and the Return to Civilian Life 1915-1930 (Toronto: University of Toronto
Press, 1987), 139; Sarah Glassford, Mobilizing Mercy: A History of the Canadian
Red Cross (Montreal and Kingston: McGill-Queen’s University Press, 2017), 155-56;
and Kellen Kurschinski, “State, Service, and Survival: Canada’s Great War Disabled,
1914-1944” (PhD Thesis, McMaster University, November 2014), 274.
39  
Jonathan Scotland, “Growing Pains: The Great War Veterans’ Association, Early
Poppy Day Campaigns, and the Seeds of Commemorative Tradition,” Active History,
17 December 2018, accessed 4 December 2021, http://activehistory.ca/2018/12/
growing-pains-the-great-war-veterans-association-early-poppy-day-campaigns-andthe-seeds-of-commemorative-tradition/.
40  
Morton and Wright, Winning the Second Battle, 130.
38  
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Letter from Private George Stonefish. [CWM 20070019-001]
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Letter from Private George Stonefish. [CWM 20070019-001]
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letter from private george stonefish
Private George Stonefish of the Delaware First Nation served nine
years in the militia before enlisting in the Canadian Expeditionary
Force in September 1914. While overseas, Stonefish wrote letters to
John Orval Hubbell, a friend who lived in Thamesville, Ontario, just
down the road from Stonefish’s home on the Moraviantown Reserve.
The Hubbell family, who owned the Thamesville hardware store,
regularly sent parcels of socks, sweets and tobacco to Stonefish and
other local men serving overseas. Stonefish expressed his thanks for
parcels in his letters to Hubbell, while also providing vivid descriptions
of life at the front. Like most Canadians, Stonefish communicated to
friends and loved ones at home by mail or postcard, and his spelling
indicates that he was also like his comrades who had, on average, a
grade six-level of education. A letter dated 18 August 1915 and titled
“Somewhere in Belgium” reads: “I received the parcel wich [sic] you
have sent with other names in side. I was very glad.” Stonefish goes
on to discuss the harsh conditions faced by newly-arrived soldiers to
the front: “We have got reinforcement from 3rd contingent, but yet,
we not in full strong. I am sorry to say that some of them is all ready
[sic] wound it [sic]. Some are kill [sic]. The bullets is flying round and
shells of all kinds, there is no rest for them.”
[…]
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While Private Stonefish survived the war, he was not unscathed.
In July 1916 he received gunshot wounds to his head and arm. After
an extensive recovery in hospital in England, he was declared unfit
for further service and officially discharged on 31 December 1917.41
Stonefish returned home with a reputation as a highly skilled soldier,
although the record is unclear about his postwar experiences.42 He
likely continued to experience pain from his wounds and he died of
exposure near his home on 17 February 1920. He is buried in the
Moraviantown Cemetery.
Private Stonefish’s wartime letters remain a testament to his
service. They underscore the importance of ties between the home
front and battlefront. The records were acquired by the museum
in 2007 as part of a larger collection of First World War letters
belonging to the Hubbell family. Stonefish’s letters, thirteen in total,
are part of the George Metcalf Archival Collection at the Military
History Research Centre of the CWM that represent and document
the silenced voices of thousands of Canadian service personnel.

CEF Personnel File, RG150 Acc.1992-93/166, box 9358, LAC.
Newspaper coverage of Private Stonefish’s death described him as a “famous”
sniper and scholar Timothy C. Winegard highlights his marksmanship alongside that
of more well-known Indigenous soldiers of the First World War, including Corporal
Francis Pegahmagabow. See Calgary Herald, 18 February 1920, 16; and Winegard,
For King and Kanata, 117.

41  
42  
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Letters written by Lieutenant Frank Joseph Gérard Garneau. [CWM 20140404-002]
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Letters written by Lieutenant Frank Joseph Gérard Garneau. [CWM 20140404-002]
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Letters written by Lieutenant Frank Joseph Gérard Garneau. [CWM 20140404-002]
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Letters written by Lieutenant Frank Joseph Gérard Garneau. [CWM 20140404-002]
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letters written by colonel frank j.g. garneau
While most letters from the First World War in the George Metcalf
Archival Collection are written in English, CWM staff have worked to
expand the volume of French language material. One such example is
a set of correspondence written by Lieutenant Frank Joseph Gérard
Garneau to his mother, consisting of two long letters, twelve pages
each in length. The Quebec City-born Garneau was posted overseas
with the 22nd Battalion in January 1918 when he penned a letter
describing conditions in Flanders. Perhaps of even more interest to
his mother was the information he revealed about his own well-being
since his last letter writing: “Pendant un mois j’ai été bien ‘fed
up’ avec la guerre et toute la machine de tuerie.” He goes on to say,
“Dans tous les cas, ma chère maman, je t’assure que moi-même j’ai
bien hâte que cette maudite guerre finisse car ça va me faire 2 ans
en mai que je n’ai pas vu notre beau « chez nous » et passé une de
ses bonnes soirées en famille comme jadis.”43 Garneau survived the
war and continued a career in the military, becoming the Ottawa
Area Commander (Army) from 1942 to 1945, and rising to the rank
of colonel.44
Letters from the First World War are rich primary sources offering
a view into the diversity of war experiences. The museum continues
to acquire and incorporate a range of perspectives of witnesses of
the past, each one providing unique insight into Canada’s complex
military history.

20140404-002.002, George Metcalf Archival Collection, CWM. Roughly translated
as: “For a month I was really ‘fed up’ with the war and the killing machine.” And
“In any case, my dear mother, I assure you that I myself cannot wait for this damn
war to end because it will be 2 years in May since I’ve seen our beautiful home and
spent one of those lovely evenings with the family like I used to.”
44  
Collections Committee Submission Form, Photos – AL2011164 Garneau.doc, 1,
CWM; and “GARNEAU, Gerard, Colonel,” Ottawa Citizen, 10 September 1981, 82.
43  
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Lieutenant Harcus Strachan’s Victoria Cross and Military Cross. [CWM 20170652-001]
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Lieutenant Harcus Strachan’s Victoria Cross (reverse). [CWM 20170652-001]
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lieutenant harcus strachan’s victoria cross
During the First World War centenary period, the CWM developed
a range of exhibitions, programs, conferences, publications and
resources relating to the legacy of the First World War. The
commemorative initiatives between 2014 and 2018 also extended to
the acquisition of material and visual culture. Lieutenant Harcus
Strachan’s Victoria Cross, one of three Victoria Crosses awarded to
members of the Canadian Cavalry Brigade during the war, was one
of the most significant purchases.45
Harcus Strachan was born in Scotland in 1887 and immigrated to
Canada as a young man. While visiting England in 1915, he enlisted
as a private with the Canadian Cavalry Depot and was transferred to
the Fort Garry Horse (FGH) on 1 January 1916.46 On 20 November
1917, the FGH fought in the Battle of Cambrai. While the battle
is better known for the massed British tank attack, cavalry units
were ordered against the enemy as part of the planned breakthrough
engagement. Near Masinières, France, the Garry’s charged the enemy
in a prepared position. Strachan’s cavalry squadron leader was killed
in a hail of shells and bullets, but Strachan took command and led
his men through machine gun fire to take an enemy battery. They did
not stop there, continuing to ride hard behind enemy lines, destroying
enemy positions and wreaking havoc. Amid the destruction, fifteen
German prisoners were captured and Strachan led them and his men
back to the Allied lines. For his leadership and bravery during the
operation, including the raiding behind enemy lines, Strachan was
awarded the Victoria Cross.47
The Victoria Cross, the highest award for gallantry in the
British Empire, recognises extraordinary deeds. Over one hundred
years later, Strachan’s Victoria Cross still holds powerful meaning
and is now part of the CWM’s national collection to be preserved
for all Canadians.

KE Emu Lot Record 20170652, CWM. See “Context Info 1” tab.
KE Emu Lot Record 20170652, CWM.
47  
London Gazette, no. 30433, 18 December 1917, 13222; War Diary, The Fort Garry
Horse, 20 November 1917, 5-6, RG9-III-D-3, vol. 4956, file 496, LAC; and “Saving
Canada’s First World War History,” Canadian Museum of History, 1 June 2018,
accessed 30 November 2021, https://www.historymuseum.ca/blog/victoriacross/.
45  
46  
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Postcards of Private George Price. [CWM 20160324-001]
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Postcards of Private George Price. [CWM 20160324-001]
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Postcards of Private George Price. [CWM 20160324-001]
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Postcards of Private George Price. [CWM 20160324-001]
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postcards of private george price
One of the most recognised Canadians of the war is an individual
who has most often been defined by his death rather than by his life.
Private George Price was the last Canadian soldier killed in battle
on the Western Front.
Price was born in Nova Scotia in 1892 and worked on a farm on
the Prairies before enlisting in the Canadian Expeditionary Force in
1917. During the final hours of the war, Price was serving with the
28th Battalion and leading a patrol northeast of Mons, Belgium when
a German sniper shot him. He was killed just minutes before the
Armistice came into effect at 11 o’clock on 11 November 1918 , and is
considered the last Canadian killed in battle on the Western Front.48
In 2018, the museum acquired a small set of textual records
that provide a glimpse into Price’s life. The correspondence in the
collection, written primarily on postcards, was sent from Private Price
to his little sister Florence. The messages are sentimental, affectionate
(nearly always signed with an abundance of “Xs” or kisses) and
sometimes teasing. For example, in one postcard Price jokes about
the passing of time and his change in appearance: “You wount [sic]
know me when I come home [.] I will have a big mustash [sic] haha.”49
One particularly poignant postcard reads: “Dear Florence, Just a line
to let you know I still think of you[.] I will see you some day.”50
The recent upgrade to the First World War gallery’s section on the
Hundred Days campaign includes Price’s medal set and the addition
of one of the postcards. The medal speaks to his service; the postcard
reminds us that he left behind a family when he enlisted. In the words
of Price’s great-niece who donated the cards to the museum, “they
always represented my grandmother’s [Florence’s] adoration of her
older brother. I grew up knowing that she had loved him very much
and felt that she had been much loved by him in return.”51
◆

◆

◆

◆

Circumstances of Death Registers, RG150 Acc. 1992-93/314, vol. 230, LAC; and
J. L. Granatstein, The Greatest Victory: Canada’s One Hundred Days, 1918 (Don
Mills, ON: Oxford University Press, 2014), 167.
49  
20160324-001_6, George Metcalf Archival Collection, CWM.
50  
20160324-001_7, George Metcalf Archival Collection, CWM.
51  
KE EMu Lot Record 20160324, “Multimedia” tab Rhonda McLean, JP – Offer of
Donation Private Price Postcards.doc, 20 February 2017, CWM.
48  
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